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Address Standard-Metallwerke GmbH 
Rustigestraße 11 
59457 Werl

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
S-LIFE® Solar. A passion for tubes. Regenerative Energy is in our focus. Our corrosion-resistant special Aluminium alloy tube, S-LIFE® Solar is
helping to shape future technology. Developed by aluminium experts for tomorrow’s world. Standard-Metallwerke is an innovative medium-sized
company and the expert for precision drawn tubes of nonferrous metals like aluminium, copper and brass. Since 1919 our high quality products in all
the different alloys have established a top class reputation in the global marketplace. Advanced technology development enables us to produce high
quality management systems according to ISO TS 16949, DIN EN ISO 9001 and EN 9100 are a matter of course. We have executed the change from
a classical tube drawing to an industrial engineering company and offer innovative, total solutions for our customer’s development projects. Our
corrosion resistant aluminium tubes enable our customers to change effortlessly from copper to aluminium. Our sales department is focused on our
defined business units Automotive, HVAC&R, Industry, Solar and Aerospace, in order to meet the respective specific needs in these markets. We use
our core competence in our customer’s interests. We are pleased to take on the most sophisticated customer challenges because we demand as
much from ourselves. Standard-Metallwerke GmbH Rustigestr. 11 59457 Werl, Germany +49 (0) 2922/808-0 info@standard-metall.de +49 (0)
2922/808-177 www.standard-metall.de
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